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SURFICIAL GEOLOGY OF THE LAS VEGAS QUADRfu'lGLE, NEVADA

ABSTRACT

The Las Vegas 15-oinute quadrangle, located in the south part
of the state of Nevada, includes about 240 square miles in and around

•

the city of Las Vegas; it is in the Bas in and Range Province.

The

quadrangle includes a broad valley floor that was once a lake bottom,
a bordering ar·ea of badlands and rolling hills developed i . n Tertiary

and Quaternary deposits, an outer marginal area of alluvial fans, and

the surrounding mountains.
The mountains con•titute about,three per cent of the total land

surface anJ. are cowposed of rock ranging in age from Precambrian to
Tertiary.

The remainder of the area is underlain with Pliocene(?),

Pleistocene, and Recent "unc.onsolidaled" sediments.

The lo<~ermost of

these dcpooits is the Pliocene(?) Huddy Creek Formation <-lhich is
composed largely of sand and silt~ with some clay, gravel, and
evaporites.

Nuch of the sand and si 1 t is indurated to form caliche.

A fanglomerate of Pleistocene(?) age is the oldest unit exposed above

the Huddy Creek Fonnation.
In late Pleistocene time a deep lake occupied Las Vegas Valley.
Accordine; to C. V. Haynes (1965), beds deposited by this lake have
yielded radiocarbon dat"s ranging from 35,000 B. P. to 15,000 B. P.
C. R. Long;;ell and others hav'-' nam0d these beds the Las Vegas
Formation.

The youngest d8po3i ts in the a :rea are very lata Pleistocene

vii

and Recent gravels and eolian s;1nd.
Several prominent escnrpmenls are 8cen on the surface o.f thfO Las
Vegas aad Huddy Creek Formations.

These scarps apparently are of

either fault or "av~-cut origin or perhaps "ere formed by a combi-

nation of faulLing and c;rosion.

Evidence 8.vailable at the present

time does not conclusively prove their origin.
Sand and g1·avel for construction use is obtained from eolian sand
and Recent alluvium.

Building foundation conditions are, in general,

very good, but local problems are created by expansive soil and
sulfate salts.
from "ells.

The area's "ater supply is derived almost entirely

'
Tbe Las Vegas valley floor has subsided more than tt-10

feet Juring the past 30 years, w1d since 1960 localized fissuring of

the land surface has occurred.

Halmberg (1964) presented evidence

which indieates that these land movement:s are due to the "ithdra"al of
ground \·later.
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INTRODUCTION

'

Location

l

ll
I

The Las Vegas, Nevada, tS-minute quadrangle (fig. l) is situated
in southern Nevada at the southHcst end of the Las Vegas Val1-ey.

The

valley trends nortrmesterly and is about 50 miles long and more than
20 miles wide.

Several side valleys extend to the north; Three Lakes

Valley, the largest of these, is roughly 25 by 8 miles and is floored

by several playas.
Las Vegas Valley is bordered on tlte southwest by the

lo~ty

Spring

Nountains Hhich rise to an elevation of 11,912 feet (Charle~ton Peak) .

.

The northeast boundary of the valley is composed of a number of
north·-tre.ndi.ng mountains that have crest altitudes ranging from
4,000 to nearly 10,000 feet; the Pint1.;ater, .Desert, Sheep, and Las
Vegas Ranges and Sunrise and Frenchman Hountains.

A l01; divide

separates the valley from Indi'!l}_ Springs Valley to the nonrnyest.

A

belt of Tertiary volcanic mountains having crest elevation~ in exc.ess

of 3,500 feet- Black Hountain R<mge and River Hountains •· form the
southeastern valley Hall.

Purpose of the Investigation

During the four-year period from August, 1961 to August 1 1965
the author was eng«eed in geological consultation on approxi1~ately
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thirty different ground '"'ter and foundation projects i.n the area.
The present study was done (l) to summarize the findings of thcs"
various projects and (2) to determine the stratigraphic relationships of the surficial deposits, thereby establishing a
frameHork f.or

stra~igraphic

corr~.lations.

Previous

\~ork

The earliest account of the geology of the Las Vegas region is
contained in a report by Grove Karl Gilbert dated 1875.

Ref.,rences

published from that time until 1-947 arc described in detail :l.n
Nevada \Vater Resources Bulletin No. 5, by Haxey and Jam2son.

Of

these references, tlte present author hes found tl1e 1926 soil survey
report by Carpenter and Youngs Lobe especially helpful.
The tnore notable geological investigations completed
include:

(l)

af~er

191t7

papers by Glenn T. Halmberg (1961, 1964, and 1965) on

the ground Hater and land subsidence of the area, (2) a papet' by
Domenico, Stephenson, and Nnxey (1964) on an analog model of the
aquifers, (3) a soil survey covering about 85 per cent of the map
area by Langan and Larsen in 1954, and (4) a summary of the stratigraphy, structure, and mineral deposits of Clark County by C, R.

Longc1ell, E. H. Pampcyan, !Jen llo",qer, and R. J. Roberts (196?).

/:

i

4
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I

I

\Vi. thout Llte encouragement provided by lhe Geolol)y and

Geophysics Departments of the University of Ut11h, this paper Hould
not have been undertaken.

Dr. lim. Lee Stokes, Chairman of t)1e.

Geology Department, provi.dcd guidance in determining the scope of
the investigation.

Drs. J. K. Costain, A. J. Eardley, H. D. Goode,

r
and H. L. Stokes kindly r·ead preliminar·y drafts of the paper:.

Hessrs, Hugo N. Halpert and LotJis J. Lee, both formerly of·
Hugo N. Halpert Associates Division of Hood-.·nnd, Clyde, Sherard,

'
and Associates, gave [reely of their
time to discuss foundation
problems.

i~hile

the author was in lhe employ of the same fi.rm (1963-

1.965) he undertook a number of geological investigations i.n the Las
Vegas area for various clients - chief among these Here:

Ernest A.

Becker Enterprises, Clnrk County School District, Colorado River
Commission of Nevada, Ben 0. Davey Construction Company, Engelstad
Construction Company, First Hard of the Church of Jes.us Christ of
Latter Day Saints, Frank L. Hope and Associates, King's CroHn Hotel,
Las Vegas Insurance Adjusters, Layne-Texas Company, Longley

Construction Company, Clarence E. Horris Company, Httddy Vall"y

,''
,I

Irrigation Company, Nevada Savings and Loan Association, Pioneer

)

Builders of Nevada, St. Viator Catholic Church, Schofield Corstruction
Company, Tobler and Oliver Construction Company, and Hells Cargo,
Inc.
Gratitude is due to Hr. Stanley 0. llokelmann, Construction

,

f:

5
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I
I

1:
I,

Director, Clark County School District for permitting the author to
release chemical and other data on the Hhitney HGsa VocationarTechnical School site.

Hr, R. P. Effine;er, a Las Vegas Hell driller,

I

contributed much information on the ground-Hater development of the

l'

Las Vegas Valley.
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GJ:OGRAPl!IC St:TTING
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t!ajor Landforms

The Las Vegas quadrangle includes a brood valley floor

•·

i

I.,.

that Has once a lak2 bottou) a bordering area of badlands and

1\

rolling hills developed in Tertiary and Quaternary deposits, an

!."

1-:

''

outer marginal area of alluvial fans, and the surrounding

f;
iI

mountains.

t

on Plate 1; a part of the Henderson quadrangle is also included

r)c

'

•·'

The

topograp~y

of the Las Vegas quadrangle is shown

in this illustration because it is essential to a later dis-

VALLEY .!::J"OQl,-- Ti'te lo;:er portions of the Las Vegas

quadrangle are floored by a plain that has a slope of 20 to 40

r'
f

feet per· mile over i:Jost. o£ its

considerable range in

exter~t.

co~position

The. vegetation shmvs

and density with the dominant

1.,.

'

varieties being iodine bush (Allenrolfa occidentales), mesquite
(Prosopis juliflora and P. pubescens), white bur-sage
(Franscria sp.), c>:eosote bush (Covillea tridentata), and

shadscale (Atriplex canescens) (Langan and Larsen, 1954).
Recent alluvium, \·Jhich is commonly salt encrusted, underlies

almost all of the valley floor.

7
..,

~

Hut·C·!OCKY

LA~D--

The valley floor is bord0red by badlands (fig. 4)

and rolling hills that have formed largely on sediments of the Muddy
Creek and Las Vegas forrnations and on the

"llnnam~.d

gravel",

This

topographic association has on over-all slope ranging from about 50
to 200 feet per lilile,

It has a sparc0 vegetal cover, the dominant

planttJ being creosote bush (Covi Ilea tridenlata), shadscale (At rip lex
canescens), and \•Illite bur-sage (Frartseria sp .) .

scver'd per cent of the huu11r,ocky land.

Hhich are

~~
(

Escarpznents, the positiotts of

on Plate 1, are Prominent. feat:utcs on this landform.

ALLUVlAL FA:\S-- Upslope frorn tl1c hunJnocky land are alluvial fan

l

I
t

sho~·.rn

Dune fields cover

slopes that are largely tinderlnin by Pleistocene and Recent fan-

glo1nerate and gravel.

These fans have over-all slopes ranging from

about 50 to more than 150 feet per mile.

The vegetation is sparce

with the dominant varieties being creosote bush (Covillea tridentata),
~ehite

bur-soge (Fransed asp.), and Spanish bayonet (Yucca mohavensis).

NOUNTJ\ItlS_-- The extrf:F'e easte1·n and southeastt'Orn parts of the

quadrangle contain steep mountainous areas having altitudes in excess
of 3,700 feet, or some 1,500 feet above the valley floor.

Precambrian,

Paleozoic, Hesozoic, and Tertiar-y rocks crop out on the flanks of
these areas.

8

,. '
'
~~

:

Vegetation

Desert shrubs and l1erbs dominate the native plants.

Creosote

bush (Covillea tddentata) and l·lhite bur-sage (Franseria sp,) are
prevalent over nearly all of the area; most of the common plants,

ho\vever, are sommvhat selective as to topographic. and soil conditions
(Langan and Larsen, 1951,).

The discussion of major landforms

mentioned the major topographic-plant associations.

Soils of a sa.ndy

or silty type support shadscalc (Atriplex canesccns) and io<;line· bush
(Allenrolf,l occident ales).

Sandy and gravelly soils, particularly

those that contain gypsum, are J'avorablc for the gro1-1th of mesquite
(Prosopis j uliflora and P. pubcscenFl and cat claw (Acacia greggii).

Spanish bayonet (Yu~c:a rnohavcnsis) is present on the higher gravelly

slopes.
Drainage

.

Las Vegas Valley drains J.nto· Lake Head through Las Vegas Hash

.
1

Hhich leaves the quadrangle about J'; mi.les north of Pittman (pl. 1) .
'Ihe "'ash contains the only perennial stream of consequence; during
the period 1957-1964 the mean annual flOI·I Has about 15,000 acre-

feet.

Ihe Hater is largely seHage effluent from treatment plants of

the City of Las Vegas located in sec. 10, T. 21 S., R. 62 E. and in
sec. 25, 1'. 20 S., R. 61 E., and from Clark County Sanitation District

No. 1 plant located in sec. 22, T. 21 S., R. 62 E.

The Hater contains

about 4,000 parts per million total dissolved solid•, principally

9

mo.gnesiuw, sodium, chloride, and sulphate..
Prior to Lhe discharge of Haste Hntcr into Las Vegas Hash the
'·f

stream ~;as ephemeral, but as Carpenter (1915, p. 10) noted, "th~re is
good evidence that at one time it

\Vas

a stream of considerable size."

Climate

Las Vegas Valley is one of the driest and \olarmest conununitl.es of

the nation.

.,,.

The climate. is contlnC!ntc:l vith hot sun;mers

~

cool iYinters,

a moderately sttont; diurnal temperature range> and 1vide fluctuations
in annual l:ainfal.l.

Cloudless skies are the rule I·Iith the area

receiving about 85 per cent of the possible arnou:\t of sunshine (U.S,
Department of CO\mnercc, 1961;, p. 2),

..,

evaporation is high.

Strong Hinds are frequent and

Suncner tt~r.1pe.ratures above 105° F and Hinter

temperatures belmv £ret:ziltg are co:urJon.

Nonnal annuaJ. precipitation

during the period 1931-1960 1;as 3.9 inches (U.S. Dept. Comm., 1961+,
p. 2).
The mean uind \'''locity is 9 mph uith prevailing l{inds doHnslope
tm;ard the lowest part of the valley (U.S. Dept. Comm., 1964, p. 1,
2).

Strong winds Hith velocities in excess of 50 mph are experienced

several times a year during the passage of major frontal systems.
These blaH from the southl·7est: or northHest, and are strongly influenced
by the mountnin topography.

1'opogrc1phy also effects minimum temperatures 1Jhich on clear, calm
nights may be 150 to 25° less in the lm;er portion3 of the valley than

'

I

10

4

at the McCarran Field \Oeathcr station.

Summer maximums aro usually

above 100° F, the Ulajority of the summer minimums are betHeen 70" and
75° F.

Hinter maximums average near 60° F and the ~;inter minimums

average 35° F (U.S. Dept. Comm., 1964, p. l).

History

Indians are known to have lived in the area at least 11,000 years
ago ('..lormington, 1957, p. 197-198).

In the late 1700's the Spaniards

visited southern Nevada and gave the name Las Vegas (The Headows) to
the valley because of grass patches in the vicinity of springs. Also
'
during this period the Spanir;h Trai 1 Has in use through the val ley.

The first white settletne11t wns a mission sent out and maintained
by the Nonuon Chureh from 1855 to 1858; this was in sec. 27, T. 20 S.,

R. 61 E.

Its primary functions \'ere to minister to the Paiute Indians

and to aid travelers emigrating to San Bernardino, California.

It

also served as a base for explorations into surrounding regions.

The

missionaries were succe>ssful despite the nuisance of 'numerous thefts
of livestock and food by \·Jandering Indians.

In 1858, hoHever, the

Hormon settlers \Yere recalled along with those in other outlying

missions of the L.D.S. Church (Hulse, 1965, p. 76-77).
After the L.D.S. settletoent Has abandoned, cattle raising became
the dominant industry and the more fertile land was used for alfalfa
production.

Prior Lo 1905 the valley supported only a feH families.

In that year tlw Sen l'edro, Los Angeles, and Salt Lake City Railroad

11

Has constntcted through the valley (Hulse, 1965, p, 207).
In 1909, Clark County 1;as organized from part of Lincoln
County, <md Las Vegas Has made the county seat.

According to the

1910 census the population Has about 1,000 persons.

In 1940, about

10,000 people resided in the area, and at the present time the
population is estimated to be 150,000.

These people represent about

one-third of Nevada's total population .

.

,$

.fl
if

.~

Economic Geography

The area lies on the main

high>~ay

and railroad route from Salt

'
It is served by seven major

j

Lake City to southetn California.

:i

airlines having non-stop flights to ;nany major cities in the United

States.

Pipelines .vhich originate in other states provide natural

gas and liquid fuel to the area.

Host locali tics in the quadrangle have all-lveather roads and a
tHo-.vheel-drive vehicle can be driven over most of the roadless land.
Sand, during the drier periods, and loose evaporite surfaces impede
traffic locally.

Roads are relatively dust-free except for those on

the Las Vegas Formatl.on.
The princ.ipo.l industries are tourism and national dc.fense
activities.

The

a~aa

annually attracts about ten million tourists

who spend in excess of 200 million dollars.

National defense

establishments have an annual payroll of 25 million dollars.

1,600 acres of land are in irrigated crops and pasture.
industries, ru1d

h0u~s

About

The hotels,

have an assessed valuation of $1.5 billioo.

STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE OF PRE-PLIOCENE(?) ROCKS

Pre-Pliocene(?) rock Hithin the Las Vegas quadrangle consists of
metamorphic, igneous, and seUimentar_/ formations ranging in age from

Preca!nbrian to Tertiary.

Outcrops of these stratigraphic units are

restricted to mountains of the eastern one-third of the map area.

A

detailed study of these outcrops has been in progress for many years
by Dr. C. R.

Long~eell

communication).

and a report is nou being prepared (personal

Hell logs indicate that the top of the pre-Pliocene(?)

rock is at depths in excess of 1,000 feet under most of the area.
The Hest base of Frenchman

Hot~ntain,

in the northeast sector of

the Las Vegas quadrz,nglc, contains LD",cer Cambrian beds unconfornable

above a crystalline complex
Pampeyan, and

Long~;ell,

(Long~;ell,

1958).

1963, p. ES, and BOI,yer,

All Paleozoic systems except the

Silurian and perhaps the Ordovician arc represented in Frenchman

Hountain, and they have a total

feet.

These strata and the

thic~ness

overlyi~g

of approximately 8,000

Triassic and Jurassic(?) beds

are tilted steeply east"ard (Long\·cell, 1963, p. ES).

The lithologies

are lar8ely limestone (including dolomite), sandstone, and shale.
A portion of the NcCullough Range is located in the southeast'
section of the map area.

Thl.s range is composed chiefly of volcanic

rocks cut by dikes and other intrusive bodies (Long"ell, 1960, p. 17).
The lavas of the range are largely b12salt and andesite.

Streams entering the ma:;J area fror:: the west and north drain

l

j
'

13

j

I
j

terrain compo8cd

le~gcly

of limestone, dolomite> sandstone, an?

J

shale, with minor

!

correlative with those exposed in Frenchman Mountain.

l

j

1

1
j

1
1

1

l

I
I

Paleozoic

a~ounts

forn1atio~s

of about 50 miles

of gypsum.

These strata are largely
The

thicken to ti1e north\lest, and at a distance

fro~

French8an Xountain they exceed

22~000

feet

in thickness (Long,;ell, 1960-b, p. 193),
All pr.-e·-Quate:r::.:.,.:..ry fonnati.ons are cut by normal faults.

Pre-Cretaceous rocks throughout the Las Vegas Valley region are

also folded and dis?laccd by thrust faults.

l
J
STR.ATIGR.'\PH'i OF SURFICIAL DEPOSITS

Correlation of the surficial materials is difficult because
of poor exposures, rapid facies changes, and lithologic
resemblances.
of section.

Stream channels rarely expose more than 15 feet
Hany localities are devoid of stream dissection,

but man-made cuts, trenches, and test pits COJmnonly reveal material

to a dcplh of 5 to 10 feet.

The techniques used in this study are much like those
employed in mapping "bedrock"; the deposits Here separated into
rock-stratigraphic units, superposition of the units was determined,
and the contacts were mapped.

The better exposures t.vere given

principal attention and Lock-stratigraphic units were then mapped

through the intervening areas of poor exposures, mostly by noting
soil characteristics, including their appearance on aerial photographs.

The older sediments arc generally capped by paleosols

.

having a thicker profile, stronger structure, and C horizons
ca
with more secondary calcium carbonate than those soils capping
younger sediments.

The agricultural soil maps by Carpenter and

Youngs (1926) and by Langan and Larsen (1954) vere very helpful
in locating formational contacts.

Because of the poor exposures,

howeve1·, many of the contacts must be regarded as approximate,

particularly \olithin the more populated portions of the cities of

15

Las Vegas and North Lao Vegas.

The geologic map of the area is.

on plate l and geologic cross sections appe.ar on plate 2 (plates
in pocket).
Color terms us<'cl fol lcM the Nunsell rock color chart and

refer to Lhc material in a wet state unless noted otherwise.
Limestone, as used in this report, also includes dolomite.
term

11

The

calic.hc 11 refer.s to sand and silt cemented by por:ous calcium-

magnesium carbonate, and also the the carbonate cem·cnt i tsclf;
this is in keeping uith general usage in the south\Jestern United
States (American Geological Institute, p. 42, Stokes and Varnes,
p. 19) .

R. B. Morrison (1964, p. 21) in his \Jork on the geology of the
Lake Lahont?.n arec1, gave an excellent summary of several definitions

!
i

l

I
l

r

I

II
j

that pertain to soil structure:
"Soil structure is an especially diagnostic
property. It refers to th~ shape of aggregates of
primary soil particles, called peels, Hhich are •
separated from ench other by surfaces of Heakness.
Their size, shape, and distinctness vary widely with
different geneti.c factors. The follmving terms describe ... soil-structure types ... : Colurmar,
arranged ir1 vertical prisms, having small horizontal
dimensions compared to their vertical dimensions;
vertical faces Hell defined and vertices angular;
rounded caps. Prismatic, same as·columnar but without
rounded caps. Platy, relatively thin horizontal plates.

Blocky, block-like; blocks or polyhedrons having plane
or curving surfaces.

Granular, hard or soft but cohesive
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small aggregates, angular or rounded . . . . Degree of
development of these types is denoted by the terms
'strong', 'modet·ate 1 , 1 Heak', and 'structureless' ... 11

Tertiary System

Tertiary age arc widely exposed in southeastern Nevada.

These

deposits are conmtorlly coarse-grained near the mountains, but
grade hasinw<ud into beds of sand, silt, and clay.

Stock (1921-a)

'
named these deposits U1e Huddy Creek Formation from representative
exposures on the soutln;est side. of Huddy Valley, between Overton
and Logan, Nevada.

In the Los Vegas quadrangle, sand and silt beds of the Muddy
Crcc'k Formation are exposed about 8 miles southeast of Las
Vegas on Hhitney Hesa (pl. 1, fig. 2) (Bowyer, Pampeyan, and
Long1·1ell, 1958).

Similar sedime.nts are also exposed in the

vicinity of Vegas Heights (T. 20

s.,

R. 61 E.) and a few miles

northeast of Vegas Heights; these beds may also be part of the
Nuddy Creek Formation, and in this report are included in that
unit.

Straligraphic sections 1 and 2· (appendix) each include descriptions of the Muddy Creek Formation.

Typically it is silt and
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Figure 2.
Canyon v!o.ll cut into h hi tncy i<1c~sa showing the Huddy Creek
11
Forwatiun (Tmc) ov.;;;:rlain by· 1 'unnarneJ fang1omerale
(Q£) and ti1e
gypsiferuus facie:> of the "unndmed gravel" (Qg ) . Site of
stralig.raphic section l, cast section linE, sc~. 32, T. 22 S.)
R. 62 E., o.t1 mile nurtll of south section line. Fan&lomt.:ratl~ is
15 feet tltick at Lhi;., e;•.posure.
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j
sand Hith:

J

(1) mod2rate

bn)\:;!1

strata h.:::.ving a strong ped structure,

interbedded with (2) light brm1n caliche-indurated beds.
strata are thin

b~dCed

deposition in a Jake.

Many of ~he

and laterally very contintJOus, suggesting
The m::tximul:! exposed thickness of the formation

is 85 feet; this occccrs al the locJ.tion of stratigraphic section 1.

A few of the beds in the vicinity of stratigraphic section 1
m<dulate slightly, inciicating that soluble materii!l may have been
removed frorn sor:.e beds after de.posi.ti(m, permitting t.he overlyinR

~l
)
j

strata to settle nor:-·uni.formly.

Hinor faulting or slumping has

involved tl1e beds in the El2, sec ... 8, T. 2l S., R. 62 E.
exposed faults have dips ranging

fro~

Several

50 to 65 degrees to the east;

one has a displace:_ant in excess of 10 feet, the remainder have

I

j

lesser mov12r.1.ents.
The only fossils reported from the Huddy Creek Formation are a
tooth of a l·!erychip;•e3(?) sp. and li_mb elem(•nts of an Alti.c<jmelus(?)
or Procamelus(?) sp. (Stock, 1921-b); these

• type locality near Overton, Nevada.

~;ere

collected from the

Stock considered them to be of

doubtful value but sc:ggcstive of a :-Iiocene date.

Longt·lell and others

(1965, p. 49), in su:::1narizing the avei.lable evidence for the age of
the unit, stated:

"The Huddy Cree:Z Formation has striking physical resemblances to wo groups of basin deposits that are
definitely dalQd as Pliocene. One of these is the
Panaca Formatio~, whose type section is in Lincoln
County about 75 rciles nort\1 of Huddy Valley (Stock, 1921a) p. 1Lt7); tC:2 other is a thick sequence of lake bc.ds
and asscciat.ec: 3lcpe deposit:::: that nre v1ide.ly expose~.:.l. in

.l

l

i
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l

13ig Sandy Valley, Arizona, a southward extension of Grand
Wash trough (Harrison, 191,0). In Lincoln County (C. H.
Tscbanz and E. H. Pnmpeyan, 11ritten communication, 1959)
similar deposits 11erc arbitrarily mapped as the Muddy
Creek Formation for about 50 miles north of the ClarkLincoln Counly line, and as the Panaca Formation from
there north~>7ard, for there are no discernable lithologic
or stratigraphic dlfferl·nces bct\·Jeen the tt-Jo units. The,
Muddy Creek Formation, therefore, should probably be
assig11eJ a Pliocene(?) Age".

1

j
1I

Quateornary ( ?) System

I

J.

j

I

••unnanvzd Fan~;lomf?:_rate 11 •

A pebble-boulder fanglomerate is

'
exposed along wuch of the. c;eslern border of the quadrangle und in a
fe;., localities near the north and south borders (pl. 1).
underlain by the fanglomerate c.re drainccd by numerous

Slopes

shallo~;

washes 11ith a pronounced closely spaced dendritic pattern.

The

fanglomerate constitutes the caprock of Hhitney Hesa (fig. 2),

)

ho\Jcver, its outcrop area there

i(;

too narrow to sho;o on the

geologic map of Plate 1.

J

The fanglomerate is composed largely of basaltic gravel in

the southeastern part of the map area - elseHhere it consists of
dolomite and limestone with minor amounts of chert, quartzite,

J

rhyolite, unci san.dstone.

The pebbles are subangular to sub-

rounded and are well indurated with light gray or Hght brmm
calcdreous cement (fig. 3).
feet.

II

The maximuu\ exposed thickness is 15

2()

/

Figure 3.
Fanglomero~~ ex~~~ur0

showing well inJLtratcd gravel
S ~) Sh11 4,'S\~' 1 ~, se"c:26, T-. 21 s--., R.- 60.,

bevt:lt;'.d by en.Jsion.
E.
Lurg!.:: litwo:~.tork CC1b:--l . ~. appHrenl1y sculptured by windb lmvn s .s.nd.
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Poor exposure.s makt:. detailcJ joiltt studies laborious, hm<1evcr,
as part of an intensive foundation s ludy on \'hi tney Hesn in 1964·,
theN~,

the author measnred 45 prominent joints in
R. 62 E.

sec. 32, T. 21 S.,

For this study, promLnent joints l·lere defined as those that

could be traced for a distance of 10 feet or more.

About 80 per cent

of the fractures trend bet~;een due north and N. 50° E.

They are

commonly filled with plates and crystals of calcite up to 1/8-·inch
thick.

Tho fracture planes are ne.arly vertical and have undulating

Fossils

~;ere

not found in the unit.

lt overlies tho Pliocene(?)

Huddy Creek Formation at \Vhilney Nesu and that contact is sensibly

conformable (fig. 2, stratigraphic sections l and 2, appendix).

The

Huddy Creek- 11 unnamcd fanglomerate' 1 contact is not elsm1hcre exposed.

The fanglomerate is older than the late Plei-stocene Las Vegas
Thus the "unnamed fe.n£:lomerate 11 could be. Pliocene(?) to

J

Formation.

I

late Pleis Locene in age.

The 1i thologi c character of the unit

suggests deposition during a moist climate, therefore, a
Pleistocene(?) age is indicated.

Quaternary Systcnn

.l

l'LEJSTOCENE ,SERlES
lc:~"-

VJ"fl!l..".. Yo._rlll§~jy_!l·

Light·-colorcd deposits of sand, silt,

and clay are prominently exposed in Las Vegas Valley and in Indian
Springs Val le.y, Hhich is locaLcd about 50 mil.es nocthln;st of L2s

•
Vegas.
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LongmO>ll and ot:1e.rs ( 1965, p. 50) hHve named these beds the

Las Vegas Formation.

Tne type secLi.on Is about 10 miles northwest

of Las Vegas in the

of T. 19 S., R. 60 E.

Lacustrine and dlc:via1 beds of the unit form a nearly

continuous belt alm:; L1e mestern part of the Las Vegas quadrangle and

constitute scattered
Stratigraphic
of the strc.ta.

ex~osures

seccio~s

3 and 4 (appendix) include descriptions

At sc.c:io<l 3 the greatest exposed thickness of the

unit occurs, 1,5 feet.

Irt mosr localities Lhe upper feH feet of the

i:cc·~c:ated

beds are moderat<ely

brown lime carbonate.

Sc~2

irregular in extex-nc:l :crl::t.

commonly indistinct.

strata.

elsewhere in the map area.

1dth porous light gray to moderate

of the resulting caliche is nodular and
Budding" planes in the upper 10 feet are

c:y?st:l:·: crystals arc present but rare in these

The normal tc?o&raphic expression is in gentle slopes, but

where erosion has brBac:-,ed the protective caliche, a badland

topography is develcpa2 (

. 4) •

Belm·l tne upper 10 feet, the sedit:rents have a feH green-colored
or rust-stained beds.

molluscs are found

i~

At three widely separated localities, fossil
[~ese lm~er

beds.

of stratigraphic sectcc.:: 3 (<.ppendix).
in the

NE~,

sec. 13, I. 21 s., R. 60 E.

the. S''• sec. 36, 'l'. 19 S., R. 60 E.

One locality is at the site
Another fossil locality is•
The third locality is in

23
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[

FigurL'

!~.

f)adlanch cul into Lr:~s Vega::; Formal.Lon, SE~1;) Nf)4 s1..2c.
24, T. ?l S., K. 60 E.
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Mollusc samples from the latter tHo localities Here examined
by Ernest J. Ros::oc of the Field Museum of Natural History,
Chi·cago.

A summary of his report follmvs:

S'z, sec:. 36
Pe

L

19 s . R. 60 E.

i~l'.£.ods
fl.§J.diu~

sp. o·c spp.

Fres!mater

Gut tT'2J2.£d2_
Eu::;2~ul•.1s

.hymn~c:.~

sp.
sp.

Terrestrial
FreshHater, may inhabit
very moist terrestrial
environments, e.g. , mud
banks
Frcslmater
Terrestrial

.!JrY.s.1 sp.
~...U. .!.i'. C?J s P .

Pclc:YJ?.Od.§_
K.1sidi.1.'It sp. or spp.
Gastropods
sp.
gyrau].'o!~ sp.
l.ynmaea (?) sp,

:·) sp.
Zoni tid(?)

FreshHaLer
Terrestrial
Fresh~eater

FreshHater, may inhabit
very moist terrestrial
environmepts
Terrestrial
Terrestrial

According to Roscoe these collections could represent a "lake
shore environment uith some components uashed in by streams from
an 11djacent moist terrestrial environment."

The molluscs in

th~

lowermost unlt of stratigraphic section 3

(sec. 15, T. 22 S., R. 61 E.) ore largely dissolved by Heathering

prosesses and no complete specirrtens were obtained.

The unit also

-:.onrains abundant ostracod vaJves, hm·Jever, and DrQ D. J. Jones has

identified them as late Pleistocene varieties.
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The strata are parallel and essentially horizontal except at the
site of stratigraphic section 3 and in sec. 9, T. 22 S., R. 62 B.

At stt·atigr.1phic section 3 the bose of the exposure has varying
strikes Hith sor:1~ o£ the beds dipping as much as 30°.

This dip is

very likely due to either s lu!ilping or to local collapse brought
about by solution o£ underlying materials.

In the SH!,, sec. 9,

'f. 22 S., R. 62 E. ti1e beds dlp 15° to theN 1,5° E.

Radiocarbon

d£~tes il't

the Tula Springs area, about 5 miles north

of the north',·lest corner of the quadrauglc, shaH that the lake occupied
that area from 35,000 years

1965, p. 124).

ag~

until about 15,000 years ago

During the t.lme interval that the. lake Has being

lowered by draining, the Tulc Springs erea (elevation:

must have been

(H~.ynes,

drai~cd

2,500 feet)

before the lower parts of the Las Vegas

quadrangle (which extends down to an altitude of 1,570 feet) were
laid bare.

The1·efor2, deposition of lake scdlments in the map .:rea

"I

may have continued after the 15,000 B. P. date.
Isolated, small grmvths of tufa \vcrc found attached to the uppet·
surface of

3,

T·

fanglom~raLe

at an elevation of about 2,500 feet in sec.

22 S., I\. 60 E. and in sec. 34, T. 21 S., R. 60 E.

is abundant but is only about 0. 2 to l-inch thick.

The tufa

It may have formed

on the bottom of the lake.
Possible

L~.cestrine

shore line and discharge channel features are

discuf:i:::;ed in deL:-d 1 ~.~nder Lh~~ h9ac!.ing

11

Escttrpmcnts 11 •

These features,

at elevations up to 2,200 feet, indlcate that the depositing

la~e

had
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a maximum depth in exceos of 600 feeL,

deposits but none were identified.

A search was made for beach

It seems unusual that such

~

lake - existing for 20,000 years and disappearing only 15,000 B. P. dic.l not leave many imprcssiv.:: beaches.

"

Hodcrately cemented gravel,

~<ith

con-

stituents ranging in size frotn boulders to silt, is widely distributed in the eastern two-thirds of the area.

It overlies the Las

Vegas Fol.iiUltion.

Nany of the pebbles have lfme carbonate coatings, particularly on
their

lom~r

sides, that ilre rcrely, in excess of 1/32-inch thick.

grnvel is subangular to subrounded.

The

Nuch of the land surface is

covered with desert pavement and some of the siliceous pebbles on the
surface display desert varnish.

ThJ.s unit exceeds 15 feet in

thickness.

Three l i thof<>cies of the gravel "ere mapped:

1.

A limestone t;ravel facies consisting almost entirely

of limes tone- fragments
2.

'i\1 i

th some s anUs tone and chert,

A basaltic gravel facies consisting predominately of
basaltic gravel, and

3.

A gypsiferous fnci.es consisting of gravel, sand, and
silt that contain prominent coatings and impure beds
of gypsum (fig. 5).
larg~ly

The gravel in this facies is

limestoae except i.n th2 sout-!Mest part of the
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Figure 5.
Gyp::->) [(:ruu~; L:.t.cic~-1 of 11 unnHinccl grHvc.l''.

Top of view•
Hhite material is irupure

1s 1 [t be]o',,' land surface.
gypsui!l. ])ark colored rock~" arc b~sait.
T. 21 S.

R.

f;:!L.

Nl·n:::~~1 1 ,~S~-Jll, sec.

]tf)

\
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quadrangle where basaltic rocks are prominent.
Distribution of the limestone .:-~•ld basaltic gravel units was

controlled to a large extent by the character of the bedrock in the
surrounding mountains.

The gravel generally contains gypsum where

it is topographically lor.\'er than the Las Vegas Formation; most of

the gypsum

I' as

probao ly ded ved from this formation.

It is also

possible that the 'tuni'lamed gravel 11 is partly of littoral origin and
that some of the gypsua \·las

\Vater.

i tc'd directly from saturated lake

SevarCl.l of the bedrock formations in the surrounding monntains

are gypsiferous, particularly those on the east side of the valley;
'
these may h2.ve contributed signi£ic2.ntly to the gypsum content of
the gravel.
The upper l to 3 feeL of tha gypsiferous facies is low in gypsum
content e:<cept in the vicinity and south of 1-/hitney Hesa.
localities the upper

tiW

At those

to si;< feet of the unit is commonly composed

of light bro\.Jn or gray impure gypsum l·:i th scattered gravel and s<end
grains and rare coboles and boulders.

The gypsum has the appearance

of a honeycomb and the bulk deasity generally ranges from 45 to 60
pounds per cubic foot.

The material has negligible bearing capacity;

a tHo-·wheel drive vehicle cannot be driven over the land surface
except where it has been compacted by prior traffic.

The "honeycomb"

collapses and largely dissolves 1;hen subjected to running uater for
a period of a fe1' seconds.

Hnny of the pebbles are basaltic and some

of these uithin anC bela~·: the

11

hc:"l~yconib zone

11

are sp}it into s9veral
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pieces.

These fragments shoH evaporite crystal groHth along their

fracture surface.s; the< splitting 1-1as probably due to crystal gr01vth
and perhaps to volulne change of the crystals with changes in
moisture conLent.

As part of a foundation study in September, 1964

the author collected

t110

samples of gypsl.ferous material for chemical

analysis; the results appear in Table l, p. 30.
Because the gravel overlies the Las Vegas Formation, i t uas deposited after the 15,000 B. P. elate. given by Haynes (1965, p. 124)
for the upper part of that unit.

Impure gypsum layers tvithin one

facies of lhe gravel suggest a possible littoral ori3in for some of
'·
the gravel; this proposed environment of deposition i.n turn suggests
a late Pleistocene date, while Lake Las Vegas still occupi.ed the
lo"er pdrt of the valley.

Eo ~ian .El..§lnd.
much as 20 feet high.

Hind··b l01m sand has accumulated in dunes as
Several hundred acres of dunes have been

mapped bet"een Hhitney Hesa and the City of Las Vegas.

Another

small dune field is located immediately northHest of Skyhaven
Airport.
Most of the dunes are longitudinal in plan, some hoHever, have
an irregular
forms.

sh~pe,

perhaps c\u(' to the coalescing of longitudinal

The pri.udpal axes of the longitudinal dunes are genet· ally

oriented betHecn N. 45° E. and N. 90° E.

Stronger winds in the

valley are from the' soutlwcst or north1-:est, and these exceed 50 mph
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Tab lG 1.
Chemical analyses of impure gypsum in the "unnamed
Samples collected from ncar

gravel" (gypsi.ferous facies).

center of sec. 32, T. 21 S., R. 62 E.
Analyst:

Procedure:

H. P. Christensen, Chcm·-Hct Associates, San Diego,
California.
A.S.T.H. Cl,"/1·-61.
t;eight.

Results reported in per cent by

-------------·----Constituent
Free woter @ 113°1:'. - 2 hour.s:
Combit1eJ Huter@ 430°F. - constant
tieight:
Carbon dioxide (C0-1 ) :
Insoluble consti.tu~nts:
Iron end aluminum oxides:
Lime ( CaO) :
Hagnesium oxide (llgO):
Sulfur trioxide (S0 3 ) :
So~ium chloride (NaCl):
Un0etenninc.d, by difference:

--iT

gj
Sam le A

Semnle B

0.3

0.6

16.4

14.7

0.3

0.4
21.9
2.1

15. L~;
6 .I!
2 7. 4
0.7
·31.1
1.9
0.1
--100.0

24.8
2.3
31.7

1.0

_Q,2
100.0

--i----,------1------

E.l

Channel samples, A collected between the surface and
a depth of 16 inches, B collected betHeen a depth of 18
inches and 36 inches. Sample A from a "honeycomb" zone,
sample B from a medium-dense gypsum sand.

(U.S. Dept. of Col!L'l!erce, 1964, p. 1).

The dune fields tend to be

located to the north of the larger drainage Hays, especially tihere
.
·~,:

the streams spn;ad out over gently sloping surfaces.

beds are tl1e most logical source areas for the sand.

These stream
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The sand is fine and well-sorted, essentially all of it passing
the

60-~mesh

sieve and being rctaint'-d on the

200~-mesh.

It has a' d:ry

color of moderate orange pink and a moderate brown wet color; it is
siliceous with

so~e

calcareous grains.

The sand Ls frt:.sh in appee.ranc.e, shm,:ing no eviclenc.e of
ce·~,1e.ntation

by sol l form:Lng processes,

therefore~

a Recent age is

indicated.

Dunes have been extensively used as borrow areas for construction projc:cts so at the present time they have a some·Hhnt
smaller extent
Alluyit1E-l·

underlie

th2.~1

they had a,_fei·} years ago.

Dcpo3its that range in. texture from botllders to clay

washes and the valley floor.

The lithology and grain

size distribution of the wash alluvium reflects the materials in
the adjacent older stratigraphic units.
eastern half of the

~ap

The alluvium in the

area tends to be high in alkali salt

content, and large areas have.a

s~lt

crust.

The alluvium is uncemented and hns little soil development,
therefore, it is classified as Recent.

Nuch of the alluvium is

suitable for construction gravel, and has been extensively used for

this purpose.

. J

', ..

I
ESCARFHENTS
Prorninent scarps, unrelated to pt:esen.t day strcunw, ar.c

shown on the geologic map (pl. 1) by a special map symbol; these
rise 25 to 100 feet in a horizontal distance of 500 feet.

Carpenter (1915, p. 31-32 and pl. 2) described and.~apped the
escarpments and

rcga1~derl

them to be erosional in origin.

HEJ.xey

anJ Jameson (1948, p. 33, 69, and 70) thought It more likely that
these are fault scarps and cited several reasons for this
conclus).ou:

1.

water-well logs indicate displacement and slight tilting

of a blue clay bt:.d that :i:s located several hundred feet
belo1<1 the surface.

On their cross section B-B' they s'how.

the bed to be tilted for a distance of a mile or more

from the nearest scarp.
2.

\·leSt

and southHest of \vhitney the terrace surface of

each scarp appears to tilt down1-1ar.d against the face of

the next scarp v;est.

11

One of these scarps

abuts beds of

HudJy Creek Formation, Hhich are fl.exured and probably
broken at the point of abutment."

3.

"Hest. of the city of Las Vegas, brecciated caliche and

caliche-cemented gravel were observed in excavations
along one of the s.::at'ps in that vicinity.

11

Haxcy and .Jameson postulnted that the faults c1re the result of
differential compact] on of sediments, Lho. finer-·grainf:d materials

33 '

that underlie the more central part of the valley settling considcrably more than the conrsC'r--graincd beds 10hich underlie the •

fanslopes.

In referring to these scarps, Domenico, Stephenson,

and Maxcy (1964, p. 14) state:
"Deplh of faulting is unknoHn but deposits are disturbed

at least as deep
faults coincides
coarse materials
eastward. Thus,

as 500 feet... The lineation of these
with major changes in lithology from
on the 10est to finer-grained materials
it is believed that they nrc compaction

faults although faulting from deep-seated sources is not

entirely ruled out by presently available evidence.
Throw on these faults is as much as 150 to 200 feet
Hith the cast side dom1 relative to the uest side. This
can be seen from (a) ... structural contour map ... drm,Jn
on the surfAce of tl1o blue'clay hori~on ... buried an
average depth of 1,50 feet beloiJ the surface,"

All of the scarps nrc cut into the Las Vegas Formation except
the cliff at \vhitncy Nesa and the scarp in the NE 14 sec:. 22, T. 20
S., R. 61 E. - the Hhitney Plesa cliff is on, the Nuddy Creek

Formation and tlle scarp in sec. 22 is on sediments that appear to
be part of the Nucldy Creek F0 rmati 0 n . .

The toe elevation of tl1e western-most scarps is approximately
2,240 feet.

Scarps locaLed about t1'o miles cast of these have toe

elevations of about 2,100 feet.

Still further east, a third ro10

of scarps have toe elevations of about 1,920 feet,

BetHecn the

second and third rows i• a gently sloping bench that ranges in
altitude from 2,000 to 2,100 feeL

The base of the Hhitney Hesa

scarp ranges from 1,750 to 1,800 feet in elevation.
The uniformity of the toe elevdticns within the three western

(-·~-

·-·
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rows of scarps suggesls that wave cutting m2y have aided in
In this connection, HayHes (p. 124) found that ·the

shaping them.

Eglington scarp, located imnediately north of the Las Vegas

quadrangle, was formed, at least in part 1 about 14,000 years ago.
This is approximately the same time that Lake Las Vegas drained.
In an attem?[ to determine standstill elevations during the

lo1·1ering of Lake Las Vegas, a search Has made for drainage
channels.

Such c:,ann<els may exist in the Rainbm' Gardens vicinity

to the southeast of Frenchman HoUiotain (pl. l and fig. 6), but
lack of detail o:o the 15-minute map prevents the discernment of
critical physiographic fcarures.
passes have

ele\·~tions

Several of the northeast trending

betiVeen 1, 920 and 2,100 feet, IVhich roughly

correspond to tha toe elevation of several scarps located in the

map area and th2 elevation of the bench that extends between 2,000
and 2,100 feet.

A possible lm;er channel exists about one mile

north of Las Vegas Wash, through sees. 16, 20, and 21 of T. 21 S.,
R. 63 E. (pl. 1).
feet

~Vhich

Nesa scarp.

It has a pass elevation of approximately 1, 760

corresponds roughly to the toe elevation of the Whitney
Usbg the available m;:qs, it is not possible to

postulate the routes taken by \·later

disch<?.q~ing

from the lake st;and

at about 2,250 feet (toe elevation of '"estern-most scarps).

Com-

parison of exact channel ultitudes, Hhen knmm, Hith lacustrine
features in the Las Vegas Valley may provide a very sensitive

measure. of regio:1al tilting during post-lake time.
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The evitlc,nce bearing on a fault origin (Haxey and Jameson,
191,3, p. 69) should be closc;ly examined.

The blue clay horizon

has been identified by Domenico, Stephenson, and Maxey (1964, p. 15):
(a) between the two sets of scarps which are at elevations of
approximately 1,920 and 2,100 feet, and (b) east of the 1,920-foot
scarps.

Thus, displacement is indicated only on the 1,920-foot

scarps.

Possibly the blue c]ay marker bed was deposited on a non-

hori•onlnl surface and/or underwent erosion before being buried.

If so, the surface of the bed may partially represent the paleog0ography rather than structure.
Naxey and Jameson describetl the flexuring in the Huddy Creek
Fonnation on Wl1itney Hesa.

At tl1c locality of stratigraphic

section 1 (appendix) beds of unit, 3 undulate slightly uith wave
lengths on the order of one to two times tbe thickness of the
caliclw beds.

flexuring.

SoluLion of underlying beds could produce such

Minor faulting that is unrelated to scarp formation

could also be responsible for the flexuring described by Haxcy and
Jameson.

Additional evidence cited in favor of a fault origin (Maxey
and Jameson, 191•8, p. 69), is the brecciated caliche and caliche··
cemented gravel near one scarp.

These deposits may possibly be

due to water abrasion and soil-forming processes or other agencies
unrelated Lo f.:Hllting.

Three additional field relaLionships could possibly be thought

I
J

I
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to favor a fault origin for these scarps:
1.

~lost

springs in the area are located at the base of the

scarps,
2.

A soil horizon, part of the Las Vegas series (Carpenter
and Youngs, 1926, p. 208) is lower on the toe side than

on tl1e upp2r side of those scarps cut into the Las Vegas
Fonnatio~,

3.

and

Th<' trends of the scarps are roughly parallel to major
faulLs in tht!

surrou~:ding

mounte.ins.

These facts do not especially favor a fault interpretation because,
as discussed belm1, a wave-cut origin would almost of necessity

produce features 1 and 3 and could produce feature 2.
Throughout about half of the area the water table is within
100 feet of the l2nd surface and is roughly parallel to the
average slope of the land.

Springs discharge vhere the Hater

table intersects the land surface - topography tends to localize
this intersection at the toe of scarps.

Man-made cuts sitailarly

give rise to springs in modern day excavatiorts.
The Las Vegas series soil forms the upper 5 feet of the
regolith on both sides of those scarps cut into the Las Vegas
Formation.

If the soil Has formed after the scarp originated,

it Hould be lower

o~

the toe side of the scarp

the m-a.m:er in Hhich the scarp

~-;as

regardless of

created.

In the ;;estsrn hal£ of the quudranglc:, the topographic contours
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are parallel to major faults in the mountains.

Because the scarps

follow lines of equal elevation, they too are parallel to the
major faults; the parallelism may be merely a factor of topography,

rather than caused by tectonic forces.
In sununary, the scarps may be due to faulting as suggested by
Haxey and Jameson (1948), but no available evidence seems to favor

this interpretation over

art ~rosional

theory.

The various scarps

may not hil.ve a couunon origin, or an individual scarp may have l:>een

caused by more than one geological at;e.ncy.

For example, faulting

may have raised a block of J and· in such a t·1ay that it controlled the
position of a beach line - lacustrine activity then could have cut
the scarp toe and induced slumping.

Information having an important

benrino on the escarpments could be obtained by drilling in the toe

areas to detetmine the depth to distinctive be.ds exposed in the
scarps.

GEOLOGIC HISTORY
Following is a chronological sutnr.lary of the salient events tlw.t

have influenced the terrain

o[

'
the Las Vegas quadrangle and vicinity:

Paleozoic:
A.

The area tMs p!lrt of the Cordilleran miogc:osyncli.nc. Hhich

subsided sloNly throughout most of the Paleozoic era (Eardley,
1962, p. 63-7 5) .

During much of the era the Las Vegas area

was occupied by a broad sea.

The Paleozoic sediments are

largely limes tone, sandstone-quartzite, and shale.

~linor

amounts of gypsulll "ere deposited during the Permian (Longwell
and others, 1965, p •.. 152.).

'J:lte geosynclinal beds have an

aggregate thickness of about 10,000 feet and include the
Tapeals Sandstone, Pioche Shale, Chisholm Shale, Sultan

Limestone, Honte Cristo Limestone, Bird Spring Formation,
Callville Limestone,

'J:ormH~ap

Formation, and the Kaibab

Limestone.
B.

Uplift occurred near the end of the Paleozoic and the Kaibab
and

'J:orot-~eap

Formations t·:<n·e cut and, in part, removed by

erosion (Longtoell and others, 1965, p. 38).

C.

During the Triassic period; 1,500 to 2,000 feet of marine
and continental shale, limestone, sandstone, and minor amounts
of gypsum accunllllatecl.

These beds have been divided into the

Hoenkopi, Shinarump, and ChjnJc Formations.
D.

The Jurassic(?) is represented by the cross-bedded eolian
Aztec Sandstone that exceeds 2,400 feet in thickness.

It
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is norrc1rrlly red in color.

E.

During the middle and late Cretaceous and during the'
Tertiary the area l<as involved in folding, thrust faulting,
normal faulti.ng, and volcanism (Laramide Revolution),

A

numbe1: of continental formations totaling several thousand
fe2t in thickness v1as laid dm.'n.

These are composed of

chemical precipitates and clastics and include the Thumb,
Horse Spring, and Huddy Creek Formations (Long1;ell and

others, 1965, p. 49).
~.'.!. t e J:_El..§.fY.

F.

Abont 35,000 years ago damming formed a lake having an
elevation in excess of 2,500 feet (Haynes, 1965, p. 124).
The cause of the damming is unknown; volcanic or other

tectonic activity in the louer part of the valley may have
blocked the drainage, or Lake Las Vegas may have been an
arm of a much larger lake .that Has formed by damming of the

Colorado River.

During part of its life the lake may have

discharged through various channels over the surrounding
loH passes in mountains to the south and e.ast of the map area.
G.

Lake sediments consisting mainly of sond, silt, and evapo-·
rites .mantle much of the valley.

Shoreline erosion appar-

ently cut benches and escarpments at several different

levels.

The lake disappeared from the higher parts of the

quadrangle about 15,000 years a[lo (Haynes, 1965, p. 124),
H.

Post-lake erosion and alluviation re-deposited

SOL11:~

of

the lacustrine sediments and evaporites.
activity built dune fields.

Eel ian

ECONOalC GEOLOGY

Sand and Gravel
The limestone and basaltic facies of the unnamed gravel and
some of the Recent alluvium provJ.de a fair source of sand and

gravel.

None of the material is well sorted, hoHever, and much

of it has objectionably soft ·caliche coatings.

Commercial gravel

pits are all located on slopes having gradients in excess of 40·
feet per mile.

At tnost localities the usable gravel

mantle~

the

surface to a depth of 5 to 10 fe.ct and is underlain by one pf the
older cem<.mted formcttions.

gravel it is

CO~!IOJlly

Bccm1se. of the shallow budal of the

stripped off frorn areas many acres in extent,

leaving a smooth slope uith a gradient pArallel to the original
sud ace.
Dune sand is extensively used as

11

topsoil 11 ou lav;ns.

is poorly suited for construc.ti;;tl- because:

It

(1) it is fine-

grained, (60-200 mesl•), and (2) It contains sufficient concentrations of sulfate to be hazardous to standard concrete (Langan
and Larsen, 1954).
Ground-Hater Development

The ground-water resources of Las Vegas Valley have been the

subject of study by s8veral public agencies, more notably the

U.S. Geological Survey (Maxey and Jameson, 1948; Halmberg, 1961',
1965; and Loeltz, 1963) and the University of Nevada (Domanico,
Stephenson, and Maxey, 1964).

The present author has long been

interested in well-drilling methods used in the area (Price, 1962).
An estimated 2,500 "ater wells have been drilled in the
quadrangle.

The mean depth of these wells is approximately 200

Static 1'atcr levels range from above land surfac.e to about

feet.

200 feet below land surface; composite piezometric surfaces are
shown on the cross sections of.plate 2.

Nearly all wells that

penetrate 100 feet bela" the "aler table yield between 1/2 and 25
gallons per minute per foot of drnwdown.

The wells produce from

sand and gravel aquifers that are interbedded with silt and clay;
many of the aquifers are confined.
Water quality is generally good, although water from a few
aquifers is unsuitable for human consumption because of poor
chemical quality.

Fortunately, in most areas where poor quality

water exists, good water is also present in either deeper or

shallower aquifers and can be developed by properly constructed
wells.

The maximum depth at l·lhich potable

~;ater

occurs has not

been determined any'lhere in Las Vegas Valley.
Well construction and water utilization is closely controlled
by State lavs.

Some of the statutes dnte back to 1913, but the

early lo·.vs have been amended a numbc.t: of times, and not until 1954

was the ground 'iv'ater code approved in its present form.

was enacted principally to:

The code

(1) assign priority rights for ground-

water usage, and (2) ensure that Hater 1'ells will be constructed
in accordance with accepted standards.

Prior to dril.ling a well for

the long-term withdraHa1 of more than 1,1,1,0 gallons per day, a
permit must be obtained from the State Engineer.

New irrigation

wells have not been permitted s.ince about 1952, except 1c1here Lhc

well is to be used for a golfing green.
State law requires that any new well be cased throughout its
depth with a steel casing having_ a diameter of ot less than six
incl1es.

The casing wall thickness must be not less than 8 gage

(0.17 inch) for 10- and 12-inch diameter casings, and not less
than 1/L•-inch for larger diameter casing.

The upper 50 feet or

more of the casing must be cemented to the

~ormation.

Flowing

wells must be equipped with an effective shut-off valve, and the

driller is responsible for the well's control.
During the period 1951,·-1956 (immediately follo1·1ing the passage
of the present laws in 1954), some of the drillers went to great
efforts to circumvent these codes.

Some property owners who uere

unable to obtain permits for high yle.ld l·lells had a driller
construct such a well, 500 feet or so deep, and report to the
State Engineer that the well was to be used for a single household.
Because a well of that depth would cause State inspectors to infer
that the well would be used for high yield production, the driller's

report to the St2te sh01·1eJ the

>~ell

to be somewha'' shalloHer.

As

a precaution against the true depth being detected by sounding,·
the driller placed a sieve in the well at its reported depth, or
drove a roll of chicken I•Jire to that depth.

In a "ell so con-

structed, a sounding weight will. stop at the reported depth, but
the well has the yield characteristics of a much deeper hole.
Reporte.dly, more than 100 ,,•ells in the map area have been constructcd with false bottoms.

Other wells drilled in the 1954-

1956 period deviate from the reported casing depth, casing
diameter, casing wall thickness, and grout thickness and depth.
This practice of falsifying construction reports was largely, if
not entirely, stopped in 1956, princi.pally by:

(1) observing

night-Lime drilling procedures 11ithout the drillers' knowledge,
(2) using \·lire feelers to

determin~

casing depths and diameters,

and (3) core drilling adjacent to wells to determine grout depths.
Cable-tool equipment has been used to drill most of the wells
and the remainder have been drilled with rotary rigs using straight
mud circulation.

\-!ell caving is ml.nor during drilling, and an

estimated 90 per cent of the wells were drilled to their total
depth before any casing was set.

Sand pumpage is insignificant except from wells in the
immediate vicinity of Nellis Air Force Base and in a few other
isolated spots.

So~e

troublesome sand beds occur 80 to 200 feet

bel0\'7 the land surface to the

~;est

of the. City of Las Vegas.

lo6

Normally, Hells in thi;; area are constructed "i.th blank casing to
the base of the sand beds, and water is produced from gravel btneath
the sand strata.
Casing perforatio11S are generally torch-cut to produce 1/8inch or l/4-inch wide slots.

Finer torch-cut slots have been used

in casing set through sand in the Las Vegas Valley, but incrustation
and cotrosion producLs tend to seal off these fine slots.
Foundation Problems

The most common found,ltion problcu1 in the area is that caused

by expansive soils.

Expansion is caused by clay and salts,

usually in.tennixed, that S\lell on the addition of Hater.

Essentially all of the finer grained soils are inorganic clays or
silts that have Atterberg liquid limit values of between 20 and 50;
many of these soils are critical with respect to expansiveness.
Roporledly, some of the more salty soils also swell when cooled.
The expansive salts are believed to be largely sodium sul.fate.
Most of the more expansive soils are mottled with lighter colored
material, indicating modification under an environment of restricted drainage.
Expansive soils are widely distributed 1n the Muddy Creek
Formation, In the Recent alluvium, and to a lesser extent in the
upper strata of the Las Vegas Formation.

The most troublesoce

vicinities are the outcrop area of the Muddy Creek Formation(?)
in Vegas lleighls (T. 20 S., R. 61 E.), and the areas of Recent
alluvium in the East Charleston Boulevard district,

Heights material i.s

H

The Vegas

lllOttlecl clay, while the East Charleston

soil is a silt that is reportedly high in sodium sulfate content.

Some of the soil in both localities will swell in excess of twenty
per cent under a 150 psf load,

content.

~Vhen

compacted at in situ 1noisture

Under these same conditions, the expansive pressure at

zero swell may be 2,000 psf, or: more.

In laboratory consolidometcrs the silty soils Hill complete
their

s~>elling

period during a fe\•1 hours of contact \Vi.th Hater;

some of the clayey soils require from one to several days to
complete their swell period.
After compaction in the field, the more salty soil may
expand so that after a period of one year, the per cent of compaction of the upper two feet has diminished by ten per cent or
more.

SULFATE SALTS
.\

Sulfate salts, in addition to causing soil expansion, also
create other building problems.

The gypsifet·ous facies of the

"unnamed gravel" contains beds of impure gypsum that are several
feet thick.

Where ground-water conditions are conducive to the

percolation of Haste waLer through these strata, sufficient
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solution may occur to lead to the differential settlement of
structures.
(SW~,

Hotel

A

plu~bing

leak beneath the kitchen of the Stardust

sec. 9, T. 21 S., R. 61 E.) apparently caused such

solution and resulted in the settlement of a portion of the floor.
Much of the sand and [iner grained material throughout the
quadrangle contains sufficient concentrations of soluble sulfate
to be deleterious to standard Type II cement concreto.

The wide-

spread use of sulfate fertilizers on laHns increases the potential
for damage to concreto.

The regional piezometric surface is near or above the land

surface

througho~..:.r:

nuch of the area (Composite piezometric. surfaces

are shmm on the cross sections of pl. 2).

Foundation and other

excavations that extend below this surface may prodoce snall but
troublesome quantities of water.

The Landmar'r:: Tm·Jer foundatiOn ·excavation in the SE!.z;, sec. 9,
T. 21 S., R. 61 E. Has about 25 feet deep end 100 feet in diameterthe bottom of the excavation 11as at least 10 feet below the l>'ater
table.

It produced several hundred gallons of l>'ater per minute,

an unusually

amount for such a pit in the Las Vegas area.

Hore commonly, building excavations yi.eld less than 50 gallons

per minute.
in the

NW~,

As an example, the Four Que.ens foundation
sec. 34, T. 20

feet tvide by 165 feet long.

s.,

excavation

R. 61 E. was 21 feet deep and 145

The uater table was at an averdge
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depth of fourteen feet below the surface.

The hole reportedly

had a yield of between 35 and 40 gallons per minute.

LAND
During Lhc 1935-1963 period, bench marks in the cities of Las
'

Vegas anJ NorLII Las Vegas subsided as much as two feet in relation-

'
I

ship to bench marks located outside of the quadrangle (U.S. Coast

i

'I

and Geodetic Survey data cited by

Mala~erg,

1964, fig. 4).

The

maximum subsidence is, in genoral, in the area of greatest

population density and is apparently related to human activity.
The U.S. Geological Survey (Halmberg, 1964, p. 1) has suggested
that most of the subsidence has resulted from the compaction of
unconsolidated vnlley fil 1 due

Lo

the decline of water content

(ru1d thuo artesian pressure) by waler well usage.

In the vicinity of the Nellis Air Foice Base, wells in the
El;i, sec. 3, T. 20 S., R .. 61 E., pumpage has caused tnany roughly

parallel cracks lo open up (fig. 7).

This fissure zone can be
'

traced on the surface for a total distance o[ about 1,000 feet.
Each break is 0.5 to 1 foot wide.

The locality is heavily

vegetated, so field relationships are di.fficult to establish.

It

appears, however, that the cracks arc restricted to the east of

the two wells shmm on pl. l.

Tho fissures trend generally north-

west but are somewhat arcuate witl1 the concave side of the arcs

facing soutbuest.

No vertic.al displacement "as observed on any of
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the cracks.

lt is possible to see into the openings to a depth

of ten feet, but undoubtedly they extend to depths several times
as great.

According to G. T. :·lalnberg (1964, fig, 6) the

piezometric surface in the

~ell

field dropped about 60 feet between

191,4 and 1963.
Another fractur" that is sir-,ilar in appearance to those just

described is located near the boundary of sees. 22 and 27, T. 20 S.,
R. 61 E.

It trends north and is several hundred feet west of a

pro~inent

scarp.

It can he traced on the surface for about 300

feet and is less than on3

foo~~ide

throughout this distance; there

is no appt:eciable vertical displacement.

pumpage of a nearby Xorth Las

~egas

This crnck may be due to

city well.

SJ
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Figun: 7.

Fisstu i ug ui t!te 1 a11d surfac(' i !l Lhe NeJ lis
A. F.!;. weJ J l'idd, ~E' •. 'cc. 3, 1'. 20 S., R. 61 E.
abouL 100 y.1tds L'asl uf uortliern-Ptost Vll'1 J slto\·!ll on
Pl. t. 1-'i:-;suriug J .••• apparcntJy in response lo local
loH~.,:t int~ uf t!1c !JlCZ():II(·LrLc surL:.tt...t:. by alJOUl bO feet·
in the l<:JIJ!t~·-J:J(; pt:f"iud.
Fi3butc~:; ltCJ!d uorlhHL'Sl.
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APPENDIX
Stratigraphic Sections

SECTION 1
East section line, sec. 32, T, 21

s., R. 62 E.

north of south section line (photograph, fig. 2).
section exposed in

~;est

0.4 mile
Stratigraphic

and south side of canyon; top of section

at altitude of about 1,880 feet.

The gypsiferous facies of the

"unnamed gravel" overlies the fanglomerate, but the gravel is
covered exc<ept in inaccessibl-e vertical cliffs.

Thickness
' (feet)
11

Unnamed Fanglomerate 11

1.

Depth
(feet)

:

Conglomerate consisting of lenses
of cobble gravel in pebble -gravel.
Scattered boulders. Dry color is
very light gray. Parallel and
horizontal beds to 1 ft. thick.
Channels extena 1-2 ft. into unit
beloH. Well indurated, forms
overhanging cliffs.

15±

15±

4+

19±

Muddy Creek Formation:

2.

Sand and silt Hith scattered gravel
lenses. Dry color is very pale
orange. Thickness ranges from 1 to
4 ft. because of channels cut into
bed by unit 1 and because unit 2 has
a pebble gravel lense that extends
into unit 3. Massive·except for
sravel lenses' \,lhich have nearly
parallel beddinc. Moderately
indurated '"i th Htnc, fo1·ming a
caliche unit. Cliff former.

~

........

~

'

'
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SECTION 1

continucod

Muddy Creek Formation - continued
Thickness
(feet)

3.

4.

5.

6.

Silty sand with trace of clay,
light brown. Beds undulate slightly,
particularly those in middle of unit,
About 80 per cent of beds are indurated with lij!le, forming resistant
layers of caliche as much as 2 ft.
thick. Uncemented interbeds are as
much as 1 ft. thick. These uncementcd beds have moderate blocky
structure superimposed on a strong
prismatic structure. Blocky peds to
1 in. across, prisms to 6 in. high.
Scattered evaporite crystals present.

Depth
(feet)

26+

41±

Fine to medium sand, light brmm.
Almost cohensionless. Moderate
priscatic structure. Prisms to
1 ft. high. Hassivc.

4±

45±

Silty fine sand with caliche
nodules, light brmm. Similar to
UTlit 3 but with less cementation.
About 20 per cent of unit is concretionary and bedded caliche.
Parallel and horizontal beds 1 to
6 in. thick. Prismaiic structure.

24±

69±

Large.ly covered. In situ(?)
material indicates sediments
similar to unit 5.

31±

100±

SECTION 2

~

EY,

NE~

sec. 32, T. 21 S., R. 62 E.

Stratigraphic section

exposed in south side of canyon; top of section at altitude of

about 1,885 feet.
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SECTION 2 - continued
Thi.ckness
(feet)
11

Depth
(feet)

Unnamed Fanglomerate":

1.

Conglomerate and siltstone, interbedded, light brown. Poorly sorted,
containing rounded basaltic
boulders as much as 24 in. across,
with much interstitial sand and
silt, well indurated. Bedding thin
to thick. L-ocally cross bedded.
Form over-hanging cliffs.

lSi

lSi

Huddy Creek Formation:
2.

Clay and silt, inLerbedded. Clay
is moderate brown. Silt is pinkish
gray. Lacustrine. Strongly developed prismatic columns as rnuch as 4

in. across are developed in the
clay beds, with sides of columns
sho0ing jlickensides. Fractures in
the clay are filled with fibrous
crystals of sodium sulfate(?),
individual crystals being as much as
0.4 in. long. The silt beds arc
well induratc;d and in weathering,
slabs about l-in. thick become
separated from the rock mass and
hollmvs to 8 in. X 4 in. X 2 in.
are formed behind the slabs,

3.
4.

21.

Covered. Colluvium indicat<?s silt
and clay similar to Unit s.

26i

47 .Si

Sand, fine, well sorted, moderate
poorly exposed.

2i

49.5±

Silt I with a fel·l beds of clay and
gypsum, scattered basaltic pebbles.
Silt is ltght brNm, clay is
moderate brmvn, and the gypsum is
very light gray. The silt and clay
have 1ocak to strong prismatic structure.
1he gypsum has a weak nodular
structur~.
The beds of clay and
gypsum ar:e as much as tiW ft. thick.
36i

85.5+

brO\v~n,

s.

6. 5±.

/I

l
l
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'

'

SH'4 NElr, sec. 15, T. 22 S., R. 61 E.

exposed in southeast bank of canyon.
.

;

Stratigraphic section

Top of section at altitude

of about 2,160 feet .
Thickness
(feet)

Depth

(feet)

Las Vegas Formation:
L

2.

Silt, moderate brmm. Strong
blocky structure to about 0.4
in. across. Beds about 1 ft.
thick. Bottom 4 in. are strongly
cemented. Remainder of unit is
~<eakly cemented ·.except for strong
nodules of caliche up to 1 ft.
across Hhich are common.

4.

8+

4+

12±

25+

37+

4+

41:!:.

Sandy silt, moderate br01m.
Strong prismatic structure ~<ith

peds to 2 in. high.
3.

8:!:.

Massive.

Sand ~<ith scattered pebbles·,
moderate to light yello~<ish brown
and yellm'iish green. Some interbedded granule gravel in strata
less than 2 in. thick. Cohesionless to ~o~eakly cemented.
Moderately sorted. Thin to thick
parallel beds. The green sand has
some rust stain, more prominent
along bedding planes.
Granule-pebble gravel ~<ith fragments
of unit belo~<. Varicolored, principally moderate brmm. Nearly cohcsionless. No continuous bedding

planes ~<ithin unit but pebble lenses
shaH that bed has not been
contorted.
Angular unconformi.ty.

________ ,,;...
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SECTION 3 - continued
Las Vegas Formation - continued
Thickness

5.

SECTION
SV/ 1~

Silt, dusky yellow green,
excc:pt for upper l ft. Hhich has
weathered to moderate br01m. Upper
1 ft. contnlns scattered pebbles.
Beds highly contorted l<'i th dips up
to 300. Abundant mollusk and
ostracod sh~lls and fragments of
wood. Beds parallel and 0.1 to 2
in. thick. High in iron content.
Structureless. Moderately consolidated, Mfficult to break
except along bedding planes ~<here
it parts Hi th e'ase,

Depth

(feet)

(feet)

4±

45;1:

i

SE!,; sec.

zr,,

T. 21

s.,

R. 60 E.

exposed in SO\Jth bank of unnamed stream.

Stratigraphic se.ction
Top of section at

altitude of about 2,280 feet.
Thickness
(feet)
Las Vegas Fonnation:

1.

Sand, medium to fine, light
brownish gray, strong blocky
structure, peds less than 1
in. across. Slight to moderate
lime induration, about 80 per
cent of bed consisting of

nodules of caliche,
2.

Hassive.

Sand, medium to fine, light to
moderate bro1n1. Heak angular
blocky structure. Heakly
cemented. Upper 3 ft. has
scattered pebble gravel and some

6+

-~

---"'ri'o

Depth
(feet)

'

-·
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SECTION 4 - continued
Las Vegas Formation - continued (2)
Thickness
(feet)

Depth
(feet)

iron staining. Indistinct beds
are 2 to 3 ft. thick, parallel
and horizontal.

3.

12+

18+

6±.

24±.

2 .5±.

26. 5±.

Silt and clay, greenish to
bro1mish gray. Top 6 in. and
bottom 6 in. have lime accumulations. The bottom 6 in. have
prism-Uke structure Hith peds
3 to 6 in. across. The remainder
of the bed has angular blocky
structure with peds less than 0.5
in. across. Induration of Umy
strata is moderate, remainder of

unit is Heakly cemented.
4.

Pebble--cobble gravel and sand,

multi-colored, some green and
brmm i.ron staining. Hassive.
Heakly cemented.
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